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Samsung EF-QS916CTEGWW mobile phone case 16.8 cm (6.6")
Cover Transparent

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-QS916CTEGWW

Product name : EF-QS916CTEGWW

- Crystal clear with great protection
- See through to show off your style
- A scratch-resistant coating applied on the case surface, also optimized to prevent yellowing
Galaxy S23+ Clear Case, Transparent

Samsung EF-QS916CTEGWW mobile phone case 16.8 cm (6.6") Cover Transparent:

Slim & Glossy
With its slim design, this transparent Clear Case lets you showcase your phone’s original design. It
absorbs impact to prevent damage and to protect your phone from drops and scratches.

Supreme transparency and clarity
The external appearance of your phone will stay intact under the transparent case thanks to a scratch-
resistant coating applied to both the inner and outer surfaces.

A case as your canvas to put stickers on
Make it one of a kind, like you. Put stickers on the clear surface for a fun phone makeover.

We turn waste into valuable resources
While protecting your phone, you are also saving the environment. You can help preserve the Earth's
precious resources by purchasing our product made with UL-certified bio materials.

Features

Maximum screen size * 16.8 cm (6.6")
Compatibility * Galaxy S23+
Case type * Cover
Material * Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
Product colour * Transparent

Features

Surface coloration Monochromatic
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Protection features Bump resistant, Scratch resistant

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Package type Hanging box
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